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3 Ways Protectionism Hurts Your Company 
 

By Doug Ringer 
 
Companies of all types practice protectionism whether they realize it or not. 

Not protectionism as in the global trade of goods, but as in protecting themselves 
from ideas and from reality. 

The symptoms of this kind of protectionism are: 
1. Ignoring the firm’s history and inner reality 
2. Protection of “yes-men” 
3. Keeping reality from employees 

 
The results are: 

• Low productivity 

• Reduced revenue and profit 

• Low employee engagement and high turnover 

 
Inner Reality & History 

Those who fail to learn from their firm’s history, have little chance of improving 
its future. 

If a new leader wants to succeed, then she must learn the firm’s (or team, 
department, division…) history, real and believed, before any hope of significantly 
improving its performance. You cannot improve performance without creating 
change in a culture, and effective culture change requires understanding why it is 
the way it is now.  

Protecting yourself from history and the power of your culture will prevent you 
from making the right changes to improve performance. Furthermore, it shows an 
insensitivity to the realities of human nature. We all know that organizations are 
simply a group of humans working toward a (hopefully common) goal. This 
insensitivity indicates that the leader may not be well-suited for the role. 

Also, it is futile to want or expect change while ignoring how you arrived at the 
current situation. Think of it as being lost in the woods without a map, compass, 
or GPS. You have only three choices–sit still and hope you are found, wander 
aimlessly, or backtrack to where you started. Knowing where you started is like 
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knowing your history. With this starting point, you can chart a new future. 
Without it, you are unlikely to succeed quickly, or at all. 

 

“Yes-men” 
An insidious part of protectionism is the propensity of the organization’s 

system to protect itself from or prevent change, even if the current results are 
poor. This form of protectionism manifests itself as a cadre of self-selected 
employees, a bureaucracy if you will, that remain with the firm regardless of 
changes in leadership, layoffs, and sadly, business results. These are the “yes-
men.” 

This group is very influential in perpetuating the failed corporate culture, and, 
ironically, the most powerful tool the company's leaders have if they want to 
change the culture. The challenge business leaders have is to determine which 
employees are in this group. “Yes-men” are more concerned with managing-up 
and maintaining the status quo than they are in getting company results Their 
métier is to "go-along to get-along" which creates lackluster results, perpetuates 
the cultural malaise, and punishes their employees.  

Additionally, since they are so skilled at managing "up" and not ruffling 
feathers, their HR review scores are high enough to maintain employment. This 
gives them an advantage over their employees and colleagues who are more 
intent on producing results. 

 

Obscuring Reality 
The symptom most damaging to employees, is obscuring of financial reality. In 

this situation, the performance of the firm and its effect on the long-term success 
of the staff is opaque. This leaves employees continually vulnerable to 
unexpected job loss. This vulnerability leads to lower employee engagement and 
reduced productivity. If there are no clear gages of success, transparent metrics, 
and no loyalty to the employee, should we expect anything else? 

As a result, the company unexpectedly loses its best talent–the best talent 
leaves first. This loss impacts revenue, schedules, institutional knowledge, IP 
generation, and productivity. Worse, the firm not only loses the productivity of 
the exiting employee, but also the productivity of two to four of her colleagues 
who increasingly focus on their employment situation and options, and less on 
their employer's business. 
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Conclusion 
Business leaders oppose protectionist trade practices, yet protectionism is 

alive and well in their companies. It depresses business and personal wealth, 
perpetuates mediocrity, and causes long-term demise. 

The three essential parts of business growth–ideas, strategy, and execution–
cannot thrive in a protectionist environment. Success in all three requires leaders 
to get their heads out of their office, and listen to, learn from, and converse with 
all levels of their company to ensure they are getting a complete, honest picture, 
and not the protectionists' view.  
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